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FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS EXTENSIONS ON DUAL SPACES
VENTA TERAUDS
Abstract. In this note, we show that if a Banach space X has a predual, then every
bounded linear operator on X with a continuous functional calculus admits a bounded
Borel functional calculus. A consequence of this is that on such a Banach space,
the classes of finitely spectral and prespectral operators coincide. We also apply this
result to give some sufficient conditions for an operator with an absolutely continuous
functional calculus to admit a bounded Borel one.
1. Introduction
If it is known that a bounded linear operator T on a Banach space X has a U
functional calculus for some algebra of functions U , it is a natural question to ask if
there exists a larger algebra of functions, some W containing U , such that T has a W
functional calculus. By saying that the operator T ∈ L(X) has a U functional calculus
for a Banach algebra of functions U , we mean that there exists a bounded algebra
homomorphism Ψ : U → L(X) such that Ψ(1) = I and Ψ(λ) = T . Implicit here is that
U = U(σ), where σ is a (non-empty) compact subset of the plane, and that U contains
the polynomials defined on σ. The functions 1 and λ refer to the constant function one
and the identity function on σ. As long as U contains the rational functions with poles
off σ, then whenever T has a U functional calculus it is immediate that the spectrum
of T is contained in σ. If an algebra contains sufficiently many idempotent functions,
then its functional calculus will provide a family of invariant subspaces for T , and often
an integral representation of T with respect to a family of projections.
The algebra B(σ), consisting of all bounded Borel-measurable functions defined on a
set σ ⊆ C, is one such “idempotent-rich” algebra. When an operator admits a C(σ)
functional calculus, where C(σ) is the algebra of continuous functions defined on a set
σ ⊆ C, one thus looks to extend this to B(σ). Often the structure of the space X
ensures the availability of such an extension. For example, if X is a reflexive Banach
space, or more generally, one containing no copy of c0, then each operator T ∈ L(X)
with a C(σ) functional calculus admits a B(σ(T )) functional calculus. The latter result
may be found in [5], along with several others that specify classes of Banach spaces on
which such extensions of a C(σ) functional calculus are (and are not) assured.
The authors note in [5] that “the situation when X = ℓ∞ seems to be open”. In
Section 2, we answer this question, using a technique due to Sills [11] to show that if X
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is a dual Banach space, then a C(σ) functional calculus for an operator T ∈ L(X) may
always be extended to a B(σ) functional calculus for T . As is usual in the study of such
operators, we frame this result in the context of the rich theory of spectral, prespectral
and finitely spectral operators.
A different application of this functional calculus extension is given in the third section
of the paper, where we consider real AC(σ) operators. The algebra AC(σ) contains the
absolutely continuous functions defined on a non-empty compact set σ ⊆ C, and an
AC(σ) operator is one that possesses an AC(σ) functional calculus. When σ ⊆ R we
give sufficient conditions for an AC(σ) operator to possess a B(σ) functional calculus.
2. C(σ) functional calculus
A scalar-type spectral operator is one that may be represented as an integral with
respect to a spectral measure, that is, a projection valued measure that is countably
additive in the strong operator topology. This measure is called a resolution of the
identity for the operator. (For full definitions of spectral measures and spectral opera-
tors, we refer the reader to [8] or [6].) By weakening the additivity requirement on the
measure, one gains the classes of prespectral and finitely spectral operators (and their
scalar types): prespectral operators admit a resolution of the identity that is countably
additive in a weaker operator topology [7] and finitely spectral operators a finitely ad-
ditive resolution of the identity [10]. The scalar-type operators of each class are those
with an integral representation.
It is a standard technique of spectral theory to construct an integral representation
for an operator and then use this to define an extended functional calculus. For example
if X is a Banach space containing no copy of c0, every map from C(σ) to X is weakly
compact. This property ensures that a map defining a C(σ) functional calculus for
an operator T ∈ L(X) can be used to construct a spectral measure and an integral
representation for T [12]. The operator T is thus scalar-type spectral, and admits a
B(σ(T )) functional calculus that is defined via its integral representation.
We proceed here in the opposite direction. Given an operator T on a dual Banach
space X with a C(σ) functional calculus, we directly extend this to B(σ), and then
use the extended functional calculus to construct a spectral measure which will provide
an integral representation for the operator. The extension method is due to Sills, who
proved in [11, Theorem 6.1] that a continuous homomorphism from a commutative
Banach algebra U to L(X) may be extended to a homomorphism from U∗∗ to L(X)
when X is reflexive. He further stated the following theorem [11, Theorem 6.2], which is
proved by essentially the same technique; we provide details of the proof here as we shall
use the construction in what follows. Firstly, recall the following. Given an algebra of
functions U , the second dual U∗∗ is itself an algebra under Arens multiplication, which
we shall denote by ⋆ and define as in [11]. For fixed ϕ ∈ U∗∗, ψ 7→ ψ ⋆ ϕ is weak-∗
continuous on U∗∗, and for fixed f ∈ U (considering f as an element of U∗∗), ψ 7→ f ⋆ ψ
is weak-∗ continuous on U∗∗.
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Theorem 2.1. Let X be a Banach space such that X = Y ∗ for some Banach space
Y . Let U be a commutative Banach algebra and ρ0 : U → L(X) be a norm-continuous
algebra homomorphism. Then ρ0 can be extended to a homomorphism ρ : U
∗∗ → L(X)
such that ‖ρ‖ = ‖ρ0‖ and ρ is continuous from U
∗∗ with the weak-∗ topology into L(X)
with the weak-∗ operator topology.
Proof. For y ∈ Y, x ∈ X , the functional on U defined by f 7→ 〈y, ρ0(f)x〉 is linear and it
is bounded by ‖y‖‖x‖‖ρ0‖. Thus there exists γy,x ∈ U
∗ such that 〈f, γy,x〉 = 〈y, ρ0(f)x〉
for all f ∈ U . Then for each pair ϕ ∈ U∗∗, x ∈ X , the functional on Y defined by
y 7→ 〈γy,x, ϕ〉 is linear and is bounded by ‖x‖‖ρ0‖‖ϕ‖. Hence there exists xϕ ∈ X such
that 〈y, xϕ〉 = 〈γy,x, ϕ〉 for all y ∈ Y .
For each ϕ ∈ U∗∗, the map on X that sends x 7→ xϕ is itself bounded and linear; thus
we may define ρ(ϕ)x := xϕ, and see that ρ(ϕ) ∈ L(X). As ‖ρ(ϕ)‖ ≤ ‖ρ0‖‖ϕ‖ for all
ϕ ∈ U∗∗ and ρ(f) = ρ0(f) for all f ∈ U ⊆ U
∗∗, it is clear that the norm of the map
ρ : U∗∗ → L(X) is ‖ρ‖ = ‖ρ0‖.
By definition, 〈y, ρ(ϕ)x〉 = 〈γy,x, ϕ〉 for all y ∈ Y, x ∈ X , so we have that ρ is linear.
To see that ρ is multiplicative we first verify its weak-∗ continuity. Suppose ϕ ∈ U∗∗
and take a net {ϕα} ⊆ U
∗∗ such that for all γ ∈ U∗, 〈γ, ϕ〉 = limα 〈γ, ϕα〉. Then for all
y ∈ Y, x ∈ X ,
(2.1) 〈y, ρ(ϕ)x〉 = 〈γy,x, ϕ〉 = lim
α
〈γy,x, ϕα〉 = lim
α
〈y, ρ(ϕα)x〉
as desired.
Now let ϕ, ψ ∈ U∗∗. By Goldstine’s Theorem, there exist nets {fα}, {gβ} ⊆ U
such that 〈γ, ϕ〉 = limα 〈γ, fα〉 , 〈γ, ψ〉 = limβ 〈γ, gβ〉 for all γ ∈ U
∗. We have that
〈γ, fα ⋆ ψ〉 = limβ 〈γ, fα ⋆ gβ〉 = limβ 〈γ, fαgβ〉; and applying the continuity (2.1) gives
〈y, ρ(fα ⋆ ψ)x〉 = lim
β
〈y, ρ(fαgβ)x〉 = lim
β
〈y, ρ0(fα)ρ0(gβ)x〉 = 〈y, ρ(fα)ρ(ψ)x〉
for all y ∈ Y, x ∈ X . Similarly, we apply (2.1) to 〈γ, ϕ ⋆ ψ〉 = limα 〈γ, fα ⋆ ψ〉, and use
the above to see that 〈y, ρ(ϕ ⋆ ψ)x〉 = 〈y, ρ(ϕ)ρ(ψ)x〉 for all y ∈ Y, x ∈ X . Hence ρ is
multiplicative and we have the desired homomorphism. 
We apply the theorem to the case at hand by noting that B(σ) is a subalgebra of
C(σ)∗∗.
Corollary 2.2. Let X be a Banach space such that X = Y ∗ for some Banach space Y ,
and let σ be a non-empty compact subset of C. Then T ∈ L(X) has a B(σ) functional
calculus if and only if it has a C(σ) functional calculus.
Proof. If the C(σ) functional calculus for T is given by ρ0 : C(σ) → L(X), then from
Theorem 2.1, T has a C(σ)∗∗ functional calculus given by ρ : C(σ)∗∗ → L(X). For each
ϕ ∈ B(σ), the map µ 7→
∫
σ
ϕdµ (µ ∈ C(σ)∗) defines a bounded linear functional on
C(σ)∗. Thus we may consider ϕ as an element of C(σ)∗∗ and write 〈µ, ϕ〉 =
∫
σ
ϕdµ for
all µ ∈ C(σ)∗, ϕ ∈ B(σ). A routine calculation verifies that the Arens multiplication in
C(σ)∗∗ restricted to B(σ) coincides with the usual pointwise multiplication. Thus B(σ)
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with pointwise multiplication is a subalgebra of C(σ)∗∗ and the map ρ˜ : B(σ) → L(X),
defined by ρ˜ = ρ|B(σ) gives the required functional calculus. 
In [10], Nagy showed that possession of a B(σ) functional calculus is not only neces-
sary, but also sufficient for an operator to be finitely scalar spectral. We know then, that
an operator on a dual space with a C(σ) functional calculus is finitely scalar spectral.
However, we have more: in fact such an operator must be scalar-type prespectral.
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a Banach space such that X = Y ∗ for some Banach space
Y . Then T ∈ L(X) is scalar-type prespectral of class Y if and only if it has a C(σ)
functional calculus for some non-empty compact set σ ⊆ C.
Proof. If T is scalar-type prespectral, then it has a B(σ(T )) functional calculus [7] and
thus a C(σ(T )) functional calculus. Conversely, if T has a C(σ) functional calculus,
then by Corollary 2.2 we may construct a bounded homomorphism ρ˜ : B(σ) → L(X)
that defines a B(σ) functional calculus for T . Using ΣC to denote the Borel subsets of
the plane, define E : ΣC → L(X) by E(∆) = ρ˜(χ∆∩σ) for ∆ ∈ ΣC. Then E(σ) = I and
(directly from the properties of the characteristic function and the homomorphism) E
is a finitely additive spectral measure. To show that E has a weak countable additivity,
take a countable collection of disjoint sets {∆k} ⊆ ΣC. We may assume that each
∆k ⊆ σ, as E(∆) = 0 whenever ∆ ⊆ C\σ. Let
⋃
∞
k=1∆k = ∆ and let ∇n =
⋃
∞
k=n+1∆k.
Then for y ∈ Y, x ∈ X, n ∈ N,〈
y, (E(∆)−
n∑
k=1
E(∆k))x
〉
= 〈y, E(∇n)x〉
= 〈y, ρ˜(χ∇n)x〉
= 〈γy,x, χ∇n〉
=
∫
σ
χ∇n dγy,x ,
where γy,x ∈ C(σ)
∗ is defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Letting n→∞ sends the
integral to zero and we have that E is a spectral measure of class Y .
To verify that E is a resolution of the identity for T , firstly observe that as T = ρ˜(λ), T
commutes with E(∆) = ρ˜(χ∆) for all ∆ ∈ ΣC. Basic techniques of local spectral theory
now show that for any ∆ ∈ ΣC, where XT (∆) denotes the local spectral subspace for T ,
we have
E(∆)X = ρ˜(χ∆)X ⊆ XT (supp(χ∆)) = XT (∆) .
Thus σ(T |E(∆)X) ⊆ ∆. 
This result provides a companion to a well known result of Berkson and Dowson
[4] stating that if an operator T ∈ L(Y ) has a continuous functional calculus, then
T ∗ ∈ L(Y ∗) is scalar-type prespectral of class Y . A corollary of that result is that the
adjoint of a finitely spectral operator is a prespectral operator. Proposition 2.3 also
extends easily to non-scalar operators.
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Corollary 2.4. On a dual Banach space the classes of finitely spectral and prespectral
operators coincide.
We note that it is still an open question as to whether there exists an operator with
a B(σ) functional calculus (that is, a finitely spectral operator) that is not prespectral
of any class. It is known (see [10] and [9]) that on a Banach space not containing
a subspace isomorphic to ℓ∞, the classes of finitely spectral, prespectral and spectral
operators coincide, so combining this with Corollary 2.4 leaves us with a rather restricted
choice of spaces on which to search for such an operator.
3. Real AC(σ) functional calculus
We now look at some applications of the above results to real AC(σ) operators, that is,
operators admitting an AC(σ) functional calculus for a non-empty compact set σ ⊆ R.
Real AC(σ) operators have traditionally been referred to as well-bounded operators, and
we refer the reader to [6] and [1] for details of their theory. As in the case of operators
with a C(σ) functional calculus, much is known about real AC(σ) operators acting on
reflexive spaces. A real AC(σ) functional calculus for an operator T on a reflexive space
X is necessarily weakly compact. Unlike a weakly compact C(σ) functional calculus,
this does not provide a spectral measure for T . However it does ensure the existence
of a ‘spectral family’ of projections {E(λ)}λ∈R that act on the space X and provide
an integral representation for T [3]. The integral representation can be used to extend
the AC(σ) functional calculus to BV(σ), the algebra of functions of bounded variation
defined on σ.
If X is a non-reflexive Banach space, a real AC(σ) operator T ∈ L(X) is only guar-
anteed an associated (non-unique) family of projections {F (λ)}λ∈R that act on the dual
space X∗, and represent T via
(3.1) 〈Tx, x∗〉 = b 〈x, x∗〉 −
∫ b
a
〈x, F (λ)x∗〉 dλ, x ∈ X, x∗ ∈ X∗
for some [a, b] ⊆ R. The family {F (λ)} is called a decomposition of the identity for T ;
if the family is unique, T is said to be uniquely decomposable. Now the representation
(3.1) may not, in general, be used to construct a BV (σ) functional calculus for an
operator. However, many real AC(σ) operators on non-reflexive spaces do admit a
BV(σ) functional calculus. Thus a natural question is to ask for conditions on a space
X or an operator T that ensure such an extended functional calculus exists. In [2], it
is shown that if a space X contains a complemented copy of either c0 or ℓ
1, then there
exists a real AC(σ) operator T ∈ L(X) that does not admit a BV(σ) functional calculus.
As ℓ1 is a dual space, this means that we cannot hope for a direct analogue of Corollary
2.2 here.
In fact, it is not known if there exists a non-reflexive Banach space X that can
guarantee a BV(σ) functional calculus for all real AC(σ) operators T ∈ L(X). Following
Sills [11], we may apply Theorem 2.1 and the fact that the algebra BV[a, b] is isomorphic
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to a quotient algebra of AC[a, b]∗∗ to find that a real AC(σ) operator T on a dual space
X has a BV(σ) functional calculus under certain conditions. One sufficient condition is
that T possess a decomposition of the identity {F (λ)} of bounded variation [13], that is,
that the function λ 7→ F (λ) be of bounded variation on R. We omit the details of this
here, as a stronger result can easily be gained by exploiting the relationship between
continuous and absolutely continuous functional calculi.
The algebra AC(σ) is equipped with the norm ‖·‖BV (see [1]), and for every f ∈ AC(σ),
we have ‖f‖∞ ≤ ‖f‖BV. Thus every operator with a C(σ) functional calculus is an
AC(σ) operator, and every operator with a B(σ) functional calculus admits a BV(σ)
one. This is true for any compact σ ⊆ C, but when the set σ is real, Berkson and
Dowson [3, Theorem 5.2] showed that for an operator T ∈ L(X), possession of a C(σ)
functional calculus is both necessary and sufficient for T to be a real AC(σ) operator with
a decomposition of the identity of bounded variation. Combining this with Corollary
2.2 and Proposition 2.3, we have the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a Banach space such that X = Y ∗ for some Banach space
Y and σ be a non-empty compact subset of R. Then for T ∈ L(X), the following are
equivalent.
(i) T is a real AC(σ) operator with a decomposition of the identity of bounded vari-
ation
(ii) T has a C(σ) functional calculus
(iii) T has a B(σ) functional calculus
(iv) T is scalar-type prespectral of class Y
If any of the above hold, then the real AC(σ) operator T is uniquely decomposable.
We note that a very similar result holds on any Banach space containing no copy of
c0 (see [3] and [5]), although in such a case an operator satisfying any of the conditions
(i) - (iii) will be scalar-type spectral.
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